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TOWNSHIP AND CITY
IT WAS ONLY WHEN I began a town-planning course that I understood
that “township” was a technical term to describe any piece of legally divided
territory. Prior to that, it meant a place where black and coloured people lived,
out there on the edge of the city. SOWETO: South Western Townships –
an undifferentiated wash of small houses across the hills outside the Johannesburg mining belt. That the term had this racial connotation is clear from
the fact that all areas where black and coloured people lived were described
thus, even if they were nothing like legal subdivisions, but rambling, informal
collections of home-made dwellings. In the meaning of the word was the idea
of spatial division; it connoted the Apartheid city.
Townships conveyed many of Apartheid’s gross inequities: of restrictions
on movement for township inhabitants in “white” areas; of separation from
CBDs and places of work causing daily difficulty and expense for poor people; of a serious dearth of community facilities instead, shopping centres and
schools, libraries and clinics; of poor servicing with water, electricity, telephone
and sewerage, and of entirely undistinguished urban places. On the other
hand, there were also positive connotations. “Township culture” implied a
sense of the collective, a social vibrancy, street life, meat roasted on open fires,
free-ranging farm animals, smoky shebeens, and great music. Townships were
the locus of the struggle against the oppressive regime, the homes of the great
leaders, the places of heroic battles and of celebration of victory.
These understandings persist today. Tourists are given township tours.
People still talk of going to or living in the townships. The spatial reality, and
all the parallel malfunctioning, persist. The condition is continually reinforced,
because almost all new housing for poor people is attached to and expands the
existing townships. Thus all the problems of racial and class segregation and
of financial strain and wearisome difficulty in people’s lives, continue to sully
our country and stunt its development.
The only spatial counter to the enduring force of the “separately developed” city is in the improvements that are happening in the townships. They
are the dynamic parts of our cities. Any drive around there will reveal an exciting energy: multiple small businesses along the roads, and new construction
everywhere: extra house storeys, additions, new community facilities, shopping places, community centres, law courts, parks, cemeteries. A few examples
of this growth are illustrated in this edition.
The dynamic is undoubtedly starting to improve the balance of amenity,
investment and attraction across the cities. However, one must ask when the
long propounded and agreed measures to fix their spatial distortion will begin
in earnest – integrating the divided fragments, taking up the expanding population in the vacant, interstitial and underutilised land within the cities instead
of adding repeatedly on the peripheries; putting massive energy into public
transport to ease cross-city accessibility and interaction. Then the townships,
as we understand them, will begin to disappear, and a new, more inclusive,
more exciting form and character of South African city will begin to emerge.
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The new President of the South African Institute of Architects, Sindile
Ngonyama, in making his inaugural address, made it clear that he is aiming to
achieve a number of important reforms. Below are excerpts from his address.
BY SINDILE NGONYAMA

VISION
REVIEW OF SAIA ENGAGEMENTS
WITH OTHER BODIES
Much as it is in my vision to carry
through the historical professional engagements SAIA has had with various
sister bodies, government departments
and international structures, we need
to pause and take stock of whether all
these engagements
• reinforce and enhance our relevance as
an Institute to our broader society,
• allow our Institute to take its rightful
position and positively contribute in
the dynamic 21st Century discourse; or
• (without us even knowing), stifle our
existence in the eyes of our society,
and reduce us to an ineffective body
sitting somewhere in an ivory tower,
singing inaudible praises and beating
drums to itself.

RELEVANCE AND REPOSITIONING
OF SAIA TO ITS RIGHTFUL PLACE IN
THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Acknowledging that the construction
sector plays a crucial role in the economy
of the country, and the inherent value
of our environment and its limited
natural resources, it is my view that, as
SAIA, we need to commit to engaging
in the economic activities within our
particular space, to promote responsible
utilisation of financial, human and
biophysical resources, with the view of
attaining sustainable future. I make this
commitment acknowledging the fact
that any country’s wealth is its people,
and that architecture serves the people

of the country. It is therefore the duty of
our Institute to assist our membership to
participate meaningfully in the shaping
of our built environment, ensuring that
it is suitable for socio-cultural, economic,
physical and spiritual activities.

TRANSFORMATION AGENDA
Let me categorically state that the
transformation issue must cut across all
our activities as an Institute, and that my
entire Presidential Agenda will directly
or indirectly revolve around it. With this
in mind, I undertake to ensure that some
of the strategies which our regional and
national offices have been discussing
and developing over the past four to five
years, get operationalised immediately,
so as to register immediate gains, while
we continue to formulate strategies for
the big picture.

CONSTITUTIONAL REFORMS
Many members may be aware of the
debates around the proposed constitutional reforms. I personally endorse this
initiative, as it will enable us to work
closely as a collective, as opposed to the
manner in which we currently operate.
It will afford us opportunities to utilise
our resources efficiently and to tap into
our varied skills and areas of speciality, currently spread around the country.
In crafting these reforms, the task team
mandated with this work has been very
sensitive in dealing with matters directly
affecting various regions.
I look forward to members’ positive
contributions, as I will be leading a dele-

Sindile Ngonyama

gation to engage with individual regions,
to finalise and operationalise this aspect.

UIA XXV WORLD CONGRESS
DURBAN 2014
The Institute regards highly the valuable
support which the National Department
of Public Works and the City of Durban
continue to provide towards the hosting
of the UIA’s XXV World Congress in 2014.
Of equal importance is the support we
are getting from some organisations of
the private corporate.
The event is going to be the Architects’
World Cup and all the eyes of the world
will be cast on the continent of Africa
and specifically to South Africa. I wish to
invite every member to participate and
support this event. We need to capitalise
on preparing for this event, with the
view of creating a lasting legacy, which
could impact on the manner in which we
train students and practise architecture in
the future.
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BLACK BOX – THE SOWETO THEATRE
BY AFRITECTS
PHOTOGRAPHS BY TONY DE OLIVEIRA
‘I visited the Soweto Theatre on a Spring Day in 2012 when the Johannesburg Arts Alive International Festival kicked off with a really brilliant
production of the 1980 play Bopha by Percy Mtwa.
I do not want to comment on the exterior – its startling colours and shapes justified (perhaps) by the absolute grey and dreary Soweto
townscape where one yearns for landmarks, if only for safety reasons.
But the interior spaces are another matter – a vibrant setting for vibrant theatre where the excitement and brio of the one animates the energy of
the other. The foyer is a narrow, linear triple-volume space behind a giant curtain wall where Soweto glamour and the rising crescendo of voices
contribute to the theatrical occasion. In the crush I met Clara Almeida, a lead architect of the design team. I think I heard her say that her intention
was happiness, with the giant curved tiled forms that envelope space, mind and conversation. Easy to believe as Clara engages in hilarious
conversation with Sarah Calburn and others whose names I cannot pronounce. Architecture and theatre in Soweto: out of the box.’
Clive Chipkin

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Recently there has been teeming infrastructural, residential and commercial
investment poured into Soweto, the “city
within a city”. From the BRT (Bus Rapid Transport) system to the new Jabulani/
Zola District Hospital, to an upgraded
Orlando Stadium, including retail developments such as the Maponya and Jabulani Malls, Soweto is expanding rapidly.
Not in terms of urban sprawl but internally, to sustain and develop its residents.
The new Soweto Theatre brings a significant contribution to the rich arts and
cultural context of this township, which
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 8 |9

already makes a great contribution to the
country’s tourism revenue, with many
local and international tourists visiting its
historical sites.
The theatre is in the heart of a culturally rich area within Jabulani, sited in a
public park next to the famous Jabulani
amphitheatre, at which many significant
historical events took place. Its objectives were to provide a versatile venue
for the advancement of arts and culture
in the area, and in Soweto.
The brief from the Johannesburg
Property Company (JPC) was to design

three venues to house primarily theatrical performances but also to accommodate musical and dance productions,
including choral performances. Additionally, the facility, which it is anticipated would be an inspiration for similar
developments, was intended to host festivals, conferences, meetings and community gatherings.
Former Johannesburg Mayor, Amos
Masondo, said the addition of the theatre
was ‘an important part of transforming
Soweto from a dormitory neighbourhood
into a normalised one. We are striving to
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1 North east elevation, early morning
2 South elevation; under the tent structure
looking at the glass façade
3 South west elevation; early morning detailed
tent structure, tent reflections on glass
facçade
4 South west elevation; approach view from the
parking lot, main stairs
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change Soweto into a sustainable human
settlement that is known not just as a
place where people go, but where people
also go to. His sentiments are shared
by the City’s Director of Arts, Culture
and Heritage Services, Steven Sack.
‘We want to turn Soweto into a viable
neighbourhood that has facilities you find
in the inner city, including entertainment
and recreational facilities of the very best
Johannesburg could offer.’

PROJECT CONCEPT
Performance requires an audience and
performers. Theatre requires performance

with a disconnection from the outside
world, a sealed box to hold an audience
and performers. In the theatre world this
space is known as “the black-box”.
Performance spaces in Apartheidoppressed Soweto were nomadic. With
no dedicated venues, theatres were
make-shift and temporary: any “box”
would have to do. In the absence of a
formal theatre space, what developed
was an atmosphere that was relaxed,
accessible and unintimidating, with the
focus on entertainment, precisely the
reprieve needed from the reality and
regulations of the time.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Johannesburg City identified the long
overdue need for a public theatre in
Soweto – a formal theatre space with its
specialised facilities that would serve
a large community of theatre goers,
as well as provide the opportunity for
performers to showcase their talent.
Although the need for the space was
obvious, the response to the brief
could not be. Simply providing generic
infrastructure without examining the
existing theatre culture of Soweto
would not meet expectations of what
the theatre should be, nor become a

‘The Soweto Theatre in Jabulani represents the first
professional performance arts venue to be developed
in any former Apartheid township.’
Statement by architects, Digest of SA Architecture
vol 17.
Under Apartheid the street became an intensified
public domain accommodating most civic actions
from both protest to pleasure. Today the necessary
transformation of the South African township
remains a compelling challenge ¬– to modernise or
to transform. Indeed, this is a project that directly
confronts debate around urbanisation and the
emerging “African” City on the continent. Mbembe1
and Simone2 are primary proponents of the need to
establish new urban configurations that are conducive
of supporting an “Africa Life”.
The Soweto complex is a conventional western
theatre. In this sense, what this project’s client and its
architects have produced does not reflect significant
thought regarding spatial transformation. Needless
to say the project will provide a valuable venue
for the Soweto community. However, as with most
projects in this country, it will support the status quo
and cater to an elite. An opportunity has again been
missed in recognising the need for a more inclusionary
architecture that reflects local practices and addresses
the dire need for spatial transformation in the service
of other ways of being South Africa.
Iain Low
ENDNOTE
1. MBEMEBE, A & Nuttall, S [eds] – Johannesburg: The
Elusive Metropolis (a Public Culture Book); Duke University Press,
2008.
2. SIMONE, AM – For the City yet To Come: Changing African
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space that the local community would
embrace and feel was theirs to use
and enjoy.

INNOVATION
What would then define theatre space
for a theatre-less community with a mature
and astute theatre culture? The concept for
the building needed to allow for stateof-the-art facilities, whist retaining the
freedom of spirit that made performance
in Soweto so enticing in the first place.
A kind of theatre needed to be invented.
The existing typology: the monolithic,
impenetrable, secretive mass with one,
almost reluctant, public gesture (the
front door), would go against the ethos of
Soweto’s theatre community.
The goal was to demystify the faciliARCHITECTU R E | SA 1 0 |1 1

Life in Four Cities; Duke University Press, 2004.

ty developed, and to beguile the community to use it. The humble performance-box became the focus; it was to
be completely visible both inside and
outside of the building. As the brief
called for a collection of three performance spaces, each was highlighted and
made identifiable on the building’s exterior. The inner workings of the complex
express themselves outwards to the community as highly visible beacons in the
landscape, enticing the audience in.

EXECUTION
Separating and giving clear identity to
each of the performance boxes offered
a design challenge. If buildings are
seen to comprise serviced and service
spaces, an architectural device had to be

found to separate these elements. Wing
walls flanking the building are used to
contain the service spaces (ablutions,
offices, stairwells, kitchens, storerooms,
air-movement systems, and so forth).
They frame the performance venues
(the served spaces) while defining the
internal, street-like, foyer spaces around
the performance boxes. The shapes
of these boxes were given further
identity with curved edges and corners.
Skylights and glass floors were used to
detach them from the concrete floors of
the building. Each box was then given
its own identity, using various shades
and finishes of red, blue and yellow
ceramic tiles. The interior remains the
black box that makes theatre possible
and the exterior colours represent the
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vibrancy, personality and excitement
associated with the theatre in Soweto.
Two hundred thousand ceramic tiles
adorn the walls of the performance
boxes, each tile laid individually by
tradesmen from the local community.

BUILDING DESCRIPTION
The largest of the three performance
spaces is a 420-seat venue with a fixed
stage and tiered seating, a full orchestra
pit, a bridge for a fly tower and wings.
The other two are a 180-seater and
90-seater flat-floor theatre. Having no
fixed stage or seating, they offer a necessary flexibility. The orchestra pit, fly
tower and backstage facilities are shared
between the three venues.
The eastern and western sides of the

8

theatre boxes are defined by curving
fortress walls (blinkers) containing all
other ancillary spaces. One of the most
challenging design and engineering
features and arguably the most daunting
to achieve, was the curved walls. They
curve both horizontally and vertically,
creating a parabolic shape. The walls are
sloped and curved for functionality as the
service spaces on the upper floors (offices/
boardrooms) required more space than
the public ablutions on the ground floor;
this gives the wing walls their distinctive,
top-heavy profile.
Outside the theatre is a special public
space covered by a tensile structure – a
foyer that can be used as a pause space,
an additional performance area, or a social
gathering place during intermission.

Client: Johannesburg Property Company
(JPC)
Project Team:
Developer: Jabulani Development Company
(Pty) Ltd
Project Manager: Settlement Planning
Services (Setplan)
Principal Agent & Quantity Surveyor:
QS Bureau
Architects: Afritects
Structural / Civil Engineers: Themba
Electrical Engineers: CKR Consulting
Engineers
Mechanical Engineers: Ubunye Engineering
Services
Theatre Specialist: Denis Hutchinson
Acoustic Engineer: Pro Acoustic Consortium
Tensile Structure Design: Tension Structures
Principal Contractor (joint venture): Group
Five and Inkanyeli Projects
5
6
7
8

Section, ground floor plan
Interior showing yellow performance venue
Interior of 430 seat, Red Performance venue
View of lobby through entrance doors
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STEENBERG SOCIAL HOUSING
PROJECT: ‘STEENVILLA’
ARCHITECT, PLANNER, URBAN DESIGNER: JACQUES THERON
BY JULIAN COOKE

PLAN
The Steenberg social housing project
offered an opportunity to demonstrate a
number of principles for an alternative
form of the South African city. Its plan
does just that. Along the north and
west boundaries, both on busy roads
and the latter directly facing the railway
and Steenberg station, are “walls” of
three-storey buildings. On the ground
floor are what could become small scale
commercial establishments. The “walls”
initiate the formation of urban spaces
of an appropriate civic scale on those
streets, while they also act to contain the
precinct as a whole. Through them are a
number of entrances, covered pedestrian
gateways on the west, and vehicular
roadways in the north. They connect

1 Main entrance street opening up to a three-storey square in the south
2 Latest site plan

2
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you to a loosely structured, but simply
negotiated, series of streets and squares.
There are four major north-south
squares, each slightly different from
the next in scale, form and use. The
easternmost, for example, begins as a
treed, mainly two-storey street which
opens out in a equal-sided three-storey
end space, while adjacent is a long, paved
rectangular square, axially arranged with
a strong sense of centrality. Between and
around the main squares are a host of
smaller public spaces of varying scale and
character. At junctions between public
spaces, there are shifts in geometry and
height, making them special and assisting
in the readability of the whole precinct.
The urban spaces are well-furnished
with essential components to encourage a
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 1 4 |1 5
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good social life. All the ground floor units
have a small stoep, just wide enough to
shelter the front door, to sit on and to
make a display of potted plants. The
streets are lined with indigenous trees
to create, even in this early stage, a green
softness, and to promise, in the future, a
rich shady, habitable environment. The
stairs to the first floor units offer numerous
“stages” for human interaction, while also
giving most residents immediate access
to the ground. Hard surfaces, of tarmac,
brick and concrete pavers, are designed
to suit primarily pedestrian and bicycle
movement, and children’s play, but
they also accommodate vehicles. There
are also grassed soft areas, including a
walled werf with jungle gyms. All groups
of units have protected rear spaces:

communal areas for small children’s play,
washing lines and socialising – and some
one- or two-storey rowhouse units have
their own private space. Everywhere
the definition of the public and private
realms is made clearly but unobtrusively.
It all adds up to a sizeable precinct
of housing that could serve as a model
for reconfiguring the city or at least inserting into its fabric a new structure of
high-density housing – which is what its
architect intended. Indeed it constitutes
a resolution (if not a final one) of what
he has been working on for many years,
beginning in his post-graduate years
in architecture and urban design at the
Cape Town school in the 1990s. There,
stimulated by the current, local discourse
around equity, integration, densification

3 Court framed by the mountain with entrance
from the railway beyond
4 University project (J Theron) Philippi main
structure

and pedestrian orientation, he began,
somewhat naively in his own reckoning,
to make proposals exploring ‘the role of
public housing as a primary element in
getting clarity of urban structure’, with an
aim of countering the spread, fragmented, sub-urban South African Apartheid
city, of restructuring it. This was followed
by his experience in the Headstart project, which produced the well-respected
Springfield Crescent development, in
his own exploration of models in different parts of the city and in commissions
for residential development plans in
Mitchells Plain. All of these ‘gave val-
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uable experience in looking at various
ways we could reconfigure space within
something as simple as “low income”
dwelling, and the possible range of living
environments that might result.’
One of these projects, in 1993, was in
an open piece of land in Military Road,
Steenberg. Rezoning and subdivision was
achieved as well as a Land Availability
Agreement for a Public Utility Company,
NewHco. However, the client could
‘not make the scheme work financially’.
It fizzled out, only to be regenerated in
2005 under a newly constructed grouping
called SOHCO. They negotiated a long
lease of the land from the city and sought
the social housing subsidy from the
government. This project is the outcome.

DENSITY AND MIXED USE
The argument for a high residential
density is a well-worn one: efficient use
of land, a lively urban intensity, a safer
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 1 6 |1 7

environment, and facilities of all kinds
nearby. It also provides sufficient bulk
of building to create urban spaces with a
good quality of enclosure, enabling those
who live there to easily “take ownership”
– a prerequisite for a positive living
environment. Most old cities all over
the world, including South Africa, have
this, whereas most modern ones lack it.
This project falls somewhere in between.
The spaces in all their variety are there,
but in many there is not enough bulk to
create that place definition. The trees,
when they are well grown, will make a
big difference, but the opportunity has
been diminished – especially when one
realises that the density is considerably
less than the architect originally proposed,
and than his earlier scheme shows.
A combination of the community and
City misjudgment, exacerbated by lastminute but substantial changes to the
mix of unit type, required him to reduce

HIGH DENSITY HOUSING | JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2013
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Preliminary planning sketches 2005
Handsome row of houses
Long “formal court” looking from the south
Simple architectural language, stoeps and
indigenous trees
9 Long “formal court” looking from the north
10 Proposal for Khayelitsha CBD – early 1990s
11 2005 scheme as developed: building massing,
small scale commercial, basic unit modules
12 Articulation at the corner
13 First proposal 1995

density, resulting, as he says, in ‘too much
space floating around’. Thus although a
certain level of spatial definition in plan
is maintained, ‘the actual environmental
experience is not that at all’.
The benefits of mixed use environments are equally well known and,
looking at the architect’s earlier scheme,
it is clear that commercial activity was
intended along both of the main roads
onto which it fronts. Yet the precinct is
almost entirely single-use residential.
How does this come about? One reason
becomes plain as soon as one approaches
the project and tries to gain access. It is
isolated from those streets by a security

14

fence, and entrance requires permission
from security guards. It is a gated village.
Mixed use, which generates activity
and keeps eyes on public places at all
hours, is a far more sustainable system
of security than a fence and guards. The
whole format of street-related houses
and streets designed as social spaces
creates a safe environment. But the idea
of security is not the only reason for mono-function. During the middle stage of
the project, it ‘became clear that there
would be no attempt at facilitating smallscale commercial along the perimeter,
as there was no funding mechanism.’ In
the distant future, with the precedent set
by SOHCO’s offices in Military Road,
commercial use may occur. But, in the
mean time, the scheme and the neighbourhood suffer. The spatial framework
for a healthy urban environment is there,
but, instead of bringing a new vitality to
a vacant piece of land, there is a sense of
something missing – an atmosphere of
unreality pervades.

ARCHITECTURAL LANGUAGE
The plaster walls with bold four-pane
windows, the ground floors in some
places recessed and in others not,
the third floors cantilevering out, the
angled stairs and monopitch roofs all
constitute a lively language of simple
formal elements. They are assembled in
combinations which, in many instances,
produce calm and an appropriately
articulated environment. There are some
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 1 8 |
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memorable sequences of buildings which
increase in height towards a particular
place. The handling of the multiple
windows evoked by many small rooms
is particularly well-managed without
breaking up the forms. The robust cills
and close-cropped parapets lend a strong,
direct character.
Overall, these devices produce a precinct of consistent quality from which
two aspects detract slightly. The first
relates to the way variety is achieved.
At the detail scale of windows, doors,
cills and stair details, there is almost no
variation where some slight differences
would have created more identity and
complexity. However, at the scale of the
building units, there is in places, in my
view, a rather exaggerated articulation of
difference, too much variety, too much
differentiation. For example, at the corners the buildings “jump up” in height
by 50% and sometimes by 100% and, at
the same time, step out in cantilevers.
The result, together with some big form
changes within short lengths of building,
is a somewhat irregular and restless quality. In part, this too may be the influence
of agencies outside of the architect’s control. The City Council ‘insisted that there
should be a more complex configuration
than the more simple duplex arrangement first proposed, because the latter
would have been too easy to subdivide
for private sale.
The second less successful part of the
design is in the solar water heaters. To

14 Lively urban space
15 Quiet urban space

have included them is commendable,
but it happened at a later stage. Thus
they are not integrated and, in aesthetic,
urban terms, add nothing positive.

SUMMARY
None of these perceived shortcomings
detracts significantly from the fact that
the project demonstrates, as few others
do, an alternative way of designing and
living in the city to the endless expanding
suburbia we are used to. It adds much to
a small but growing number of visible
developments which explore a much
more sustainable model, which is safer,
more vital and varied, more capable of
absorbing multiple small-scale activities,
less divisive of rich and poor, and much
more affirming to live in for the whole
resident population, especially for those
with small homes.
PROJECT TEAM
Remey Construction
Virtual Consulting Engineers project
management
Jacques Theron architects planners urban
designers
Walker Mare quantity surveyors
De Villiers Sheard civil & structural engineers
4em electrical engineers
Marina Landscaping
Frontline Consultants safety health &
environment
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THE ENERGY EFFICIENT INSULATION LEGISLATION SOLUTION
EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) is a lightweight cellular material derived from petroleum and natural
gas by-products. EPS sheets and boards are used extensively for thermal and sound insulation in
walls, roofs, and on ﬂoors. Loose beads are used as aggregate in lightweight concrete, plasters and
renderings. Other uses include under-ﬂoor heating systems, drainage boards, permanent formwork,
foundation and prefabricated wall systems.

Low carbon footprint

As thermal insulation, EPS saves up to 400 times the energy originally required to
manufacture the base product.
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No CFCʼs

EPS consists of organic materials, making it one of the most ecologically harmless products
available.
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WORK, WASTE AND WANT: THE
IMIZAMO YETHU PLATFORMS
BY MICHAEL LOUW
IN JUNE 2012, 16 student volunteers from the UCT’s
Department of Architecture, Planning & Geomatics, together with a few key staff members (Mike Louw, John
Coetzee, Shafiek Matthews, Kevin Fellingham and Luis
Mira) and members of the local community, helped to construct a washing platform situated in the Imizamo Yethu
settlement in Hout Bay.
According to the Water and Sanitation Department of
the City of Cape Town, Imizamo Yethu is one of the City’s
two most poorly serviced informal settlements (mainly due
to space constraints and steep gradients). With an estimated
population of 25 000, the 155 shared public toilets and
24 taps result in a severe lack of basic water and sanitation
provision, which also causes an environmental pollution
risk. The washing platforms are one way of addressing
the need for service provision by providing more dignified
places for water collection with additional water points,
spaces for the washing of clothes and the integration with

2

3

4

1 Second year design proposal for the platform (Joanna Bacon, Michael Hobbs, Chris Louw & Jonathan Wilson. Drawing by Michael Hobbs).
2 The site before the intervention: Newly placed precast toilets isolated most of the site from the street and the area was generally becoming used as a
dumping ground.
3 Basic 3D showing the platform in relation to the surrounding houses and Eucalyptus trees. (Kevin Fellingham).
4 Rationalised plan showing the road in the top lefthand corner with a staircase leading up to the platform, which is made from precast hexagonal pavers.
The precast toilets are indicated in their new position along the southern edge in order to open the site up to the street and the view of the mountains
beyond. (Kevin Fellingham & Mike Louw).
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shared toilet facilities where these are in
close proximity. The platforms also serve
as social gathering spaces where people
meet, children play and meetings are
held, and they are some of the only semiformal public spaces in the settlement.
This is the third platform of its kind and
the intention is to build a total of eight
over a period of eight years.
This year’s project is aimed to address
the following issues:
• Work: more labour-intensive construction practices to generate employment
and provide the opportunity for skills
building (for both students and the
local community).
• Waste: making use of recycled material; and
• Want: addressing the need for the provision of basic services, employment,
learning and interaction between diverse groups of people.
The design of the platform and its
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 2 4 |2 5
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parts, together with its actual construction, has been integrated into the second
year BAS course curriculum. Students
developed designs for the platform and
its component parts in the second year
Design and Theory course, after which
the project moved into the Technology
course. They then had to develop formwork designs for their own precast components, before building the formwork
themselves in the School’s workshop.
They mixed their own concrete, cast
their components and stripped the formwork at the correct time – despite severe
bouts of impatience.
Precast components, including pavers,
concrete blocks, wash tops, stairs,
seats and benches, were a key part of
the project, since only two weeks was
available for the actual construction on
site. The initial stage of the project took
place during the first quarter of the year
and all eighty second-year students took

part. Sixteen volunteered to undertake
the construction.
The student and staff volunteers dug
trenches, did the cut and field work with
the three shovels and two pickaxes at
their disposal, built formwork and cast
foundations, all in conjunction with
members of the community. Concrete
was the primary construction material,
mainly because of its durability and
ability to withstand a fairly hostile
environment in terms of climate and
use. However, to offset some of the
embodied energy of this material, it was
decided to incorporate as much recycled
material as possible while manufacturing
the components. This included using
recycled formwork, incorporating used
glass bottles and integrating discarded
mosaic glass tiles.
The project was implemented entirely
through sponsorships from the private
sector. One cash donation, together
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with skills and material donations
from a variety of companies, made the
project possible. The entire project cost,
including donated materials, amounted
to approximately R50 000 and the
primary aim was to keep most of this
value in the local community, through
the creation of employment and skills
transfer. The precast componentry
provided a unique opportunity in this
regard. Community members were paid
to collect empty wine bottles (there
are 63 shebeens in the settlement).
Then two unemployed people were
provided with a sponsored bottle-cutting
kit and shown how to cut the bottles
and to make various items with them.
They cut 600 bottles, and were trained to
mix concrete and to cast concrete blocks
with the cut bottles inside – the bottles
are for visual appeal and to lighten the
blocks. They were paid per block for
more than a hundred blocks, and per day

10

for the two-week construction period.
After that they were provided with all the
tools, formwork and additional material
necessary to continue making blocks
and pavers after the completion of the
project. An additional four community
members were employed intermittently
during the construction phase. Lalela,
a local art project that works with
approximately 450 school children from
four local schools, was also involved,
assisting with the making of almost half
of the five hundred mosaic patterns for
the precast pavers.
Initial reports from the community
reveal that they are satisfied and happy
with the platform and the small project
will help to ease the difficulties of daily
life in the township. In fact, people
started using it while it was still under
construction and before the water points
were installed. The project created a
unique learning opportunity for both

students and community members.
The practical teaching approach meant
that students had the opportunity to
apply knowledge that they gained during
their coursework to make a difference by
addressing various needs, but also by
becoming teachers themselves.

5

Students building the formwork for the
staircase on site together with staff and
members of the local community.
6 Formerly unemployed community members
Mike and Chris finishing their first set of
bottle blocks after being trained by staff and
students.
7 The bottle block wall with washtops in front,
ready for the installation of surface-mounted
taps by the City of Cape Town. Plastic buckets
are placed on the washtops in order to to
washing.
8 The completed platform with the staircase
along the street, some precast street
furniture and mosaic pavers.
9 The completed platform with precast toilets
and the bottle block wall in the background.
10 Detail of the mosaic pavers.
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ITHEMBALABANTU CENTRE,
SHAYAMOYA
KOKSTAD, SOUTHERN KZN
ARCHITECT: EAST COAST ARCHITECTS

APPOINTMENT
Having worked in Shayamoya between
the year 2003 and 2006 on the wellpublished 7 Fountains Primary School,
we were approached by Respond!
Housing Association in 2007 to get
involved in a centre in the same area
that would deliver a range of social
services to the surrounding community
and include a place of worship for
the local Roman Catholic parish. The
initial approach was to facilitate the
community buy-in and construction
of a scheme designed in Dublin by a
Guatemalan architect who had not
visited the site. We examined the
proposals and offered immediate
criticism, such as of orientation issues
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 2 6 |2 7

and the absence of space-making. We
were then “commissioned” to compile
a detailed report including suggestions
of how the scheme could be ‘fixed’. We
were called a few days later and asked
to proceed with more “appropriate”
proposals.

BACKGROUND
As a successful housing Association
in Ireland, Respond! was seeking an
international profile (before the 2006
[economic] crash) and were considering
a project out of Ireland. Sites in South
America and South Africa were discussed
and a previous fraternal relationship
between the Bishop of Kokstad and the
CEO of Respond! led to Kokstad getting

the nod. They were certainly deserving
– the shortage of housing in Kokstad
is often a topic in the press and is cited
as the reason why the local C Max prison
is only half full; there aren’t enough
houses for warders! The shortage is
almost the exclusive result of insufficient
bulk services: water, sanitation, electricity.
These additional complexities and the
ever-changing municipal leadership of
Sisonke District led to delays with the
housing project, whereas the project was
conceived as a “sweetener” to establish
Respond!’s credentials with locals –
residents and government – and to mark
time while the wheels of bureaucracy
turned. The housing project has yet
to start.

ALL PHOTOS BY RYAN ADAMS EXCEPT NO 6 – DEREK VAN HEERDEN

BY DEREK VAN HEERDEN
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CONCEPT
Two adjacent sites were selected – a corner site on the southern edge of the township, with a poorly built portal frame and
block structure that served as the parish
church/nursery school, and an adjacent
vacant municipal-owned site on the west
1
2
3
4
5
6

5

that was secured under a 20-year lease for
the Training Centre. An existing municipal Community Hall was sited further to
the west and these, together with a row
of eight RDP houses, formed a township
“block”. The church could seat 250 worshippers – the parish had grown and a

3D view of whole complex
Site
Preliminary plan
Pedestrian street through the site
Sketch of church
Church – north elevation

6

new church was proposed for a 500-seater, with an added 200 to cater for an overflow. There was much discussion about
what social services were to be offered by
the new centre. Our work over the previous four or five years had highlighted
many of the social ills: unemployment,

7

8
7 Church interior
8 Training centre
9 Church – west elevation

migrancy, HIV, poverty, and so we knew
where we were heading but decisions
regarding specific requirements were
made during construction and after completion. This led to a design philosophy
of “hotelling” the centre – a series of
standard, free-standing units that could
be configured internally to suit the specific requirements.

for training centre showers. A training/
catering kitchen was included and a
public basket ball/action soccer pitch was
built adjacent to the training centre.

CONCLUSION

DESIGN
The layout emerged quite naturally –
the new church on the corner presenting
an opportunity for something of a
landmark, the Care Centre along the
eastern boundary, the existing church
converted to a permanent pre-school
occupying a central, secure position
and parking, and training centre on the
municipal-owned site. An east-west
public walking path connected the
church, training centre and the existing
municipal hall, and a north-south route
connected the care centre buildings
with a central/celebratory “square” at
the intersection north of the church.
Orientation and passive design were
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 2 8 |
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considered extremely important with
all occupied spaces located on the north
and walls and roofs heavily insulated –
50mm isoboard in the brickwork cavity
and 100mm Thermguard (recycled
newspaper) above ceilings. Unreliable
and expensive municipal services led
to intensive rainwater harvesting for
cleansing, toilet flushing and gardening,
and energy-saving lighting throughout.
Solar thermal water heaters were used

The project spanned over the period of
the economic meltdown in Ireland and
Europe which meant that funding was
always insecure, and the “on and off” nature of the project which “died” at least
four times over the early years made any
community consultation fraught. Due to
extreme budget cuts towards the end,
many of the “nice to haves” were never
completed. The vagaries of NFP and
NGO funding make a satisfactory process and result very difficult.
Client: Respond! Housing Association
(Larer Sivile! A locally based NFP)
Contractor: Owen Peters Construction
Engineers: Arup – Craig Laing, Jack Emerton
Quantity Surveyor: Mike Royal QS
Programme: Begun December 2007,
completed November 2011
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EERSTE RIVER MULTI-PURPOSE
CENTRE
ARCHITECT: VERNON MATHEWS AND ASSOCIATES
BY DONALD PARENZEE

CONTEXT
The site sits in a broad, narrow valley with
mountains in the distance, and is amidst
the low-cost housing of Eerste River.
On the adjacent site, to its immediate
southwest, the recently completed library
building, partially hidden behind tall
blue gums, is a long, north-south building
with an entrance on its northeast corner,
reached by a narrow tarred road which
forms the south boundary of the multipurpose centre site. The library building
is a simple, long form with its doublepitched roof split to bring in light from
the east through a clerestory. Its entrance
is a double volume glass and steel box,
clearly legible from the access road.

BRIEF AND SITING
The brief required a multi-purpose hall,
which could also be used for community
events, along with the usual service areas
¬– a smaller hall and spaces for minimal
meetings. The architect decided to place
the main body of the building as far
north on the site as possible, forming a
community court on the south and create
the entrance from the main access road
on the east side. Other planning concerns
were the acknowledgement of the library

entrance, the sense of the valley, and the
harvesting of rainwater.

CONCEPT
Key to the design concept is the building
as a water gatherer. To this end, the gesture is bold.
A single three-dimensional twist of
the building’s axis, achieves a number of
things simultaneously: the shaping of the
roof as an inverted, split plane, echoes
the valley and channels the rainwater
directly to the water tanks at the
southwest end. The rectangular sports
hall attaches on the north side of the box
gutter and creates triangular porticos on
the south and north sides. These present
opportunities to play with the dynamic
tensions created on these sides of the
building.
The necessary fall on the central box
gutter creates enough height for another
floor level, from which one overlooks
the indoor sports activities. From this
mezzanine level, one is able to see over
the houses to the valley and hills in the
distance.
The height achieved at the building’s
southeast corner marks the entrance as
a double volume clad in glass and steel,

thus referencing the neighbour library
entrance, without resorting to bland
mimicry.

LYRICAL INDUSTRY
Form-making aside, the engineered
aspects of making the building are
transparently and lyrically integrated
throughout. Architect and engineer
have combined their efforts finely, using
modest industrial materials to create
an understated, yet appropriately civic
piece of architecture. The decision to
make the deep concrete water channel
as a structural spine for the building has
worked to lighten the loads on the outer
columns, and the rationalisation of the
steel trussed roof over the walls of the
sports hall bring a lightness that works
well with the colonnades to give the
building its characteristic aerial quality.
Largely solid brick walls contain the
multi-purpose hall. The interior finishes
are simple and practical, with face brick
up to door height, plastered upper walls
with square punctured openings in the
structural bays. This creates an interior
character reminiscent of the shed-like
1 North east corner of the Centre
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school halls to be found all over the
Cape Flats, but the lifting tracery of steel
trusses flying over the walls counters this
ordinariness.

DIMENSIONAL RATIONAL
Vernon Mathews speaks passionately
about the dimensional rationality of the
building, which would be good as an
intention alone, but he doesn’t use the
term “rationality” or even “dimension”.
He talks in terms of the actual detailing,
the modular setting out; the way each
truss is unique yet cut out of the same
pattern as the others, changing along
the length of the gutter beam. Despite
the bold diagonal of the gutter beam,
the trusses are planned on a regular grid
which correspond precisely with the
window mullions and the regulation of
the outer columns. This focus on the act
of construction is evident in the detailing
and also comes through in the attitude to
the making of the outer columns.
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 3 2 |3 3

It’s a very classical building in the
way its details and its structural grid
create an exterior-interior language.
This language is seen in the abstracted column “orders” which front the
façade. The classicism is subliminal
rather than obvious in the complex
dance of light and shadow at the upper
levels of the structure.
The colonnades are placed at the
farthest edge of the roof, and are made
up of plastered pedestals at door height,
on top of which are slender, steel
“Doric” columns, that lightly receive
the latticework of the roof. These
orders are elongated and calmly paced
down the long facades of the building.
They pick up the proportions and
structural textures of the roof members.
Externally, the red brick, plaster, glass
and steel combine with the careful
compositioning and witty orders to
create a screened classical, yet overtly
engineered aesthetic.

SITING FOR DEVELOPMENT
The building is boldly made to be seen
from a distance, but it’s not arrogant
or overstated. It seems to sit on a slight
rise with a negligible plinth, if any.
The inverted roof gives a welcoming
shape and the contrasting heights of the
corners create a counterpoint that is not
overeager. The planned side extensions
will create a community court toward the
adjacent street and the green treed site to
the south.
The building, in its present form, and
given its restrained strength, proposes
the further development of an elegant
community precinct. The architect’s approach was to assume as context the creation of the precinct (see locality plan).
The proposed concept related the sports
facility to a court, formed by two wings
to the south, to relate the multi-purpose
centre to the library, the green court and
established trees on the site. Community
life would be drawn to this precinct and
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this would begin the development of the
surrounding area.
The water storage area raises the
question of what to do with the water.
The formal references to the library
building, such as the steel fenestration
and entrance, might suggest another
scale of architectural elements which
would act as signifiers at a planning level.
These lead to possibilities of collaborative conversations between architects in

the articulation of local community architecture and in the making of community
places, which provincial budgeting and
procurement strategies would probably be
well-placed to facilitate.

DESIGN TEAM

Civil and structural engineers: Orrie,
Welby Solomons and Partners
Electrical: Ice Group
Land surveyor: A Geach
Quantity surveyors: L2K
Contractors: SAFA2
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South facade
Detail of north facade
Glass and steel entrance space
First floor plan
Ground floor plan
Main hall overlooked by ancilliary rooms
Locality plan
Details
South facade

PART 1: WHAT THE BUILDING WANTS TO BE
BY WALTER PETERS & PAUL KOTZE

ABSTRACT
Fifty years ago an early design by one of
South Africa’s most influential architects
of the 20th Century was accepted for a
new church at Welkom in the Free State.
Although mired in controversy virtually
from inception, the NGK of Welkom-Wes
ranks as one of the key Brutalist buildings
of South Africa and best known buildings
of the late Roelof Uytenbogaardt, yet it
is recognised mainly from photographs as
he never wrote about the church.
The NGK of Welkom-Wes is generally acknowledged as being based on
Wright’s Unity Temple and this article
will focus on the innate capacity of adapting that concept for a church of another
denomination 60 years after the prototype. As an architectural biography, the
article aims at de-mystifying the genesis,
design and construction of the church,
perhaps equally reviled and admired.

INTRODUCTION AND SEQUENCE OF
EVENTS
The origins of the Welkom-Wes congregation of the Nederduitse Gereformeerde
Kerk (NGK) is intimately linked with
the discovery of gold in 1946 on the farm
Welkom in the north-western Free State,
when in 1948 the massive in-migration
saw a town by the same name being proclaimed at the hub of six mines and given full municipal status in 1961 (SESA,
1975: Vol 11).
Churches follow people. The first
congregation of the NGK in Welkom
had already been established in 1950
and Welkom-Wes was the third, a
daughter congregation (afgestig) of the
second, Bedelia (Gedenkblad [vii]). The
pace was phenomenal, founded on 29
July, 1963, the inaugural clergyman
was called on 19 August, the building
committee established on 19 September,
and the architect who was appointed on
8 October presented his proposals for

unconditional approval six weeks later
on 20 November (Gedenkblad [vii-ix]).
However, from that moment on, the
realisation of the building became as
unconventional as its design.
The proposals were an affront to the
congregation whom the clergyman had
to pacify by resorting to a mixture of
faith and culture (Gemeente Nuus, No.2,
December 1963), while members vented their protest by absenting themselves
from services (Loutergoud, undated but
probably 1964). To exacerbate matters,
the building was estimated at R75 000,
one-and-a-half times the budget, and
when in April 1964 three tenders for the
construction were opened, the architect
recommended the lowest (Notule van
Kerkraadsvergadering, 21 April, 1964). As
this tender was woefully too low (Uytenbogaardt Papers: Slingsby to Daly &
Neumann, 7 Feb 1966), eight months’
into the contract, in January 1965, the
contractor was put on terms, whereupon
by riposte, he filed for bankruptcy. For
the clergyman and the fledgling congregation these were trying times indeed.

A CHURCH BUILDING FOR THE NGK
The NGK, the largest of three reformed
churches of the Afrikaans community of
southern Africa, is Protestant and Calvinist in orientation. Each congregation
consists of a kerkraad (council) containing
the dominee (clergy or dominus, abbreviated ds.) with elected ouderlinge (elders) responsible for matters of faith and worship
and diakens (deacons) charged with the
wellbeing of parishioners and fellowship.
This complement should have direct
external access to the konsistorie, literally
the meeting of the kerkraad (Encyclopedie
van Het Christendom cited in Koorts: 1974,
108), but usually the space so designated.
It is also here that the kerkraad assembles
before a service to ceremonially enter
what is referred to as the liturgiese sentrum

(liturgical centre) consisting of the pulpit
from which the dominee presides and two
stalls of pews, those on the left reserved
for ouderlinge and on the right for diakens. Whether permanently placed in the
liturgical centre or not, the communion
table is set only for the quarterly nagmaal
(communion) service and, likewise, the
font for baptisms. There is no altar, a lectern has no fixed place in the service and,
with the exception of weddings, aisles
serve to facilitate seating without processional purpose.
The reformed churches emphasise
the word sola scriptura, thus facilitating
hearing of the spoken word is a central
requirement. Early in the 20th Century,
architects such as Gerard Moerdijk
had transformed this imperative by
way of auditorium designs with raked
seating often radiating from the pulpit,
which in the 1960s Johan de Ridder
had rendered wedge or fan-shaped in
both plan and section in a typology,
which due to its profile became known
as kappiekerk (bonnet church) (Fig 1),
usually with detached spires (Le Roux:
2008). This and the rectangular hall
typology promoted by Hans Koorts, was
the concurrent context for the design of
reformed churches (Koorts: 1974).
1 Church of the Gereformeerde Kerk, Parys.
Architect Johan de Ridder, 1955.
1
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With competent architects available
locally, it is indeed puzzling how the
building committee came to approach a
novice from Cape Town, some 1200km
distant. For that the 30-year-old architect
Roelof Sarel Uytenbogaardt (19331998) has to thank his brother-in-law
Dana Minnaar, inaugural dominee of the
congregation. While three architects
were considered , the decision fell on
Uytenbogaardt because he offered his
services at 6%, the statutory minimum
fee, yet half-a-percent below the bids of
his two competitors (Gedenkblad [ix])
Welkom-Wes was the second project
of the practice which styled itself
“Uytenbogaardt & Pelser. Architects,
City Planners and Colour Consultants”.
The practice had commenced after
Uytenbogaardt returned to South
Africa in 1963 to accept the position
of Assistant Studio Master at his alma
mater, University of Cape Town. On
being awarded his B.Arch-degree with

3

distinction in 1956, Uytenbogaardt had
landed a Rome Scholarship in the Fine
Arts at the British School and spent
1957-8 in the eternal city. Thereafter, he
entered the master class of Louis Kahn
and graduated from the University of
Pennsylvania in June 1961 with both
M.Arch and MCP degrees before gaining
experience working with the Boston
Redevelopment Authority. It is said
that through the religious associations of
partner Pieter Pelser the practice became
based at 602 Bible House, Greenmarket
Square.
The brief was to design a church to
seat 450 on the corner site at the intersection of Heide Laan and Fuschia Crescent in the suburb of Jim Fouché Park.
Because two nearby school halls would be
made available for congregational events,
one of which the congregation used until
occupying the new church, only a meeting room for 100 with a concomitant tea
kitchen was needed, as was a konsistorie
for 60 and a mothers’ room, within the
total budget of R50 000 (Gedenkblad [ix]).

In his letter a few days before the appointment, Minnaar added a “final hint”
for “Liewe Roelfie” (Uytenbogaardt):
‘…the council is rather conservative,
for example, avoid something soos daardie dikmuur kerk (like the thick-walled
church) in France you illustrated in your
presentation’, presumably Le Corbusier’s Chapel of Notre-Dame-du-Haut at
Ronchamp, 1950-4 (Uytenbogaardt Papers: Letter Minnaar to Uytenbogaardt
29 September, 1963).

2 Cover of Credo, October 1969, No.19.
3 Unity Temple, Oak Park, 1904-6. Clockwise
from top left: Perspective (Riley, 1994: 146);
Plan at entrance level (Riley, 1994: 146); Plan
at nave level (McCarter, 2005: 79); Plan at first
gallery level (Riley, 1994: 146); Lamp detail
(McCarter, 2005: 79); Section A-A (McCarter,
2005: 82); Exterior corner (McCarter, 2005:
76); Interior (Riley, 1994: 149).
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AND BRIEF
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4 First Unitarian church,
Rochester, first phase
1959-62 (McCarter,
R Louis Kahn. London:
Phaidon, 2005).

5

5 Van Zyl apparel
shop, Paarl,
recipient of the
Bronze Medal of
the Cape Provincial
Institute of
Architects in 1964
(SA Architectural
Record, June 1965,
p41).

PRECEDENTS FOR THE DESIGN OF
WELKOM-WES CHURCH
While Le Corbusian precedents loomed
large in the oeuvre of Uytenbogaardt
(Elliott, 1987: 929), the genealogy of the
design concept of the church at WelkomWes can neither be found in the works of
that master nor of Moerdijk, De Ridder and
Koorts. Instead, wrote fellow Kahn graduate, Danie Theron (1936-2011), WelkomWes is baie verskuldig aan (owes a huge debt
to) Frank Lloyd Wright’s Unity Temple
in Oak Park, 1904-6, and to Louis Kahn’s
First Unitarian church in Rochester, 195962 (extended 1965-69), and headed his article with a provocative if factual summary,
contra mundum (against the world) (CREDO, October 1969)(Fig 2).
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Like the NGK, the Unitarian church
lays primary emphasis on the word
and also has a table in lieu of an altar,
thus both precedents identified by
Theron were liturgically appropriate
for emulation. Wright was a Unitarian
and had, as a member of the local
congregation, received the commission
for the rebuilding of the church at Oak
Park. While parishioners had hoped for
a traditional church with spire, Wright
questioned the preconceptions and
insisted that ‘…the design must be
developed from within – from the idea
of a space for gathering…’ and advised:
‘Let the room inside be the architecture
outside’ (McCarter, 2005: 79).
Yet, as McCarter points out, Wright was

actually following the reasoning of his
Renaissance predecessors who deemed
centralised plans with geometrically
perfect forms as the appropriate spaces
in which to worship, and the exteriors
literally reflected this arrangement. Consistently, the generator for the design of
the “noble room for worship” (Curtis,
1996:127) at Unity Temple is the square
on plan, and its cubic volume is measured
from the floor to the plane of the glass
skylights in the ceiling. Access ways and
galleries surround the nave like the arms
to a shallow Greek cross in two tiers on
three sides, and are half-size double cubes
of 1:2 proportions (McCarter, 2005: 81),
served by enclosed staircases at the four
outer corners of the composition (Fig 3).
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The congregation at Rochester chose
Kahn from six architects (Williams, 1991:
340). The design process was protracted
with different variations including some
sympathetic to Unity Temple but eventually realised as a rectangular auditorium
with “light towers” rising from each of

the four corners of the cruciform-shaped
roof, and surrounded by a passage and
rooms on two storeys (Fig 4). With the
emphasis by both Wright and Kahn on
an appropriate meeting and sacral space,
a spire had proved superfluous in both
churches.

6 VC Morris Gift shop, San Francisco, 1948
(McCarter, R Frank Lloyd Wright. London:
Phaidon, 2005).
7 NGK Welkom-Wes. Clockwise from top left:
site plan (Uytenbogaardt Papers); plans and
sections (Nuttall, 2005: 64); photograph from
north (Uytenbogaardt Papers).

APPLYING WRIGHT’S PRECEDENTS
The precedent for much of Kahn’s work
is Wright, a trait he might have passed
on to his students. In the first project of
the practice of Uytenbogaardt, Van Zyl
apparel store in Paarl (Fig 5), the design
had also drawn inspiration from Wright,
but unlike the latter’s VC Morris Gift
Shop in San Francisco, 1948 (Fig 6), which
contained a spiral ramp, Uytenbogaardt
had looked to the Guggenheim, squared
the ramp around the interior volume
and defined compartments on the
outside perimeter. In “working through
an eclectic rag-bag of the dominant
influences of the formative period
[of modernism]”, as Elliott termed
this period of Uytenbogaardt’s career
(1987: 929), the auditorium of Wright’s
Unity Temple at Oak Park, Chicago,
1905-8, must have revealed itself as an
appropriate sacral design to rediscover
and reconcile with the rituals of the
NGK (Fig 7).
Because parishioners enter the nave at
Unity Temple from behind the “liturgical
centre”, one of the first challenges must
have been the integration of the konsistorie
which usually occupies this position in a
church of the NGK. In weighing up the
conflict of circulation, the possibility
of the kerkraad entering the building
at gallery level would have surfaced,
and having established the functional
feasibility, Minnaar later explained the
advantages: ‘[t]o encourage parishioners
to mingle and share the experiences
of the morning service, a cool space is
needed for which reason the konsistorie is
elevated off the ground’ (Gedenkblad [vi]).
True, photographs of the time show the
church in the veld without a single tree,
and a porch, shaded and breeze-catching,
would certainly set the context for a
period of convivial fellowship, even if it
came at the cost of a suspended konsistorie.
In developing its design as a bridge with
the necessary structural support on
the opposite end, the convenience of
a further staircase became included to
give direct access to the meeting room,
which became known as the oppersaal
(upper hall), and could be separated from
the konsistorie by way of sliding doors.
However, with the konsistorie located
in the depth of the design, it was given
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clerestory lighting on both the east and
the west while the oppersaal is the only
room with windows, making it possible
from the elevated position to overlook
the setting while capturing what breezes
were available. With the kitchen serving
the oppersaal, conveniently, a small parish
office beneath could open to the portico.
Having resolved the integration
of oppersaal and konsistorie with the
concept of the Unity Temple, unlike
the precedent, Uytenbogaardt set the
cubic mass of the parti back along Heide
Laan and located the secondary mass, or
appendix, asymmetrically to it up against
Fuschia Crescent, while observing both
nine-metre building lines. Like unity
Temple, the alignment is north-south,
and vehicles can enter the parking lot
on the east of the church directly from
Fuschia Crescent or from Heide Laan on
the west and drive under the porch which
doubles as a porte cochère. However, while
Uytenbogaardt had argued the futility
of a spire within the townscape of mine
shafts (Gedenkblad, [vi]), he conceded the
need for a bell and thus chose a belfry to
mark the street corner. The choice of a
rather literal application of Le Corbusier’s
belfry at La Tourette monastery (1953-7),
must have been based on the need for a
focus on the end of the appendix, yet one
deferring in scale from the overall mass of
the building (Fig 8).

UNITY TEMPLE AS PRECEDENT
The nave at Welkom-Wes has the same
disposition of enveloping use-spaces as
the “noble room for worship” (Curtis,
1996:127) at Unity Temple. Cloisters
surround the square auditorium, and the
square staircase towers in the four corners
give access to the three galleries, which
at Welkom-Wes are single-tiered and
1
/3 the width of the auditorium. However,
unlike Unity Temple, the choir stalls and
organ occupy the side gallery on the west,
which to accommodate is wider, and for
better sound reflection has the outer
corners chamfered and the roof raked,
but the 1/3 width of the nave proportion
is preserved in the cloister on the
ground floor.
Like Unity Temple, the narthex is
the lowest space in the building and
terminates on the backing wall of the
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liturgical centre. A staircase immediately
to the right connects with the konsistorie
above, while to both left and right
the space leads on to corner staircases
and around to the perimeter cloisters
(labelled wentelgang [sic] on the working
drawings) which as they flank the stalls,
enable direct entry to the pews. However,
the nave is elevated from the cloisters
by a continuous flight of stairs with four
risers totalling 584mm, half the 1.2m
height of Unity Temple. Welkom-Wes
is thus relieved of having any dedicated
staircases such as those placed up against
the massive square piers in the corners,
or having a deep and dimly lit access
cloister. Also different but essential is the
dissolution of the four aforesaid corner
piers , each of which was substituted with
two columns on diagonally opposite ends
of the space piers would occupy, and fill
as plates only at gallery parapet and roof
truss levels.
The mothers’ room is at the rear of
the nave, in the position of the store at
Unity Temple, where the alignment on
the aisle yet on the level of the cloisters,
enhances sight lines to the pulpit, while
egress to the outdoors is expedited by the
doors alongside either corner staircase.
In lieu of a traditional corner stone,
flanking the left entrance wall the date
“31 Okt 1964” was recess-cast in a
concrete beam at the head of the wall
signifying inskripsieonthullingsplegtigheid,
the date of unveiling (Fig 9). This
inscription continues internally with “Aan
God alleen die Eer” (To God alone the
glory), and is a dedication not dissimilar
in position to that above the entrance
doors at Unity Temple. Uytenbogaardt
himself spaced and placed the moulds
of the letters made by an unknown

Cape Town sculptor in the concrete
formwork late on a Saturday afternoon.

AN AUDITORIUM FOR SOLA
SCRIPTURA
A room filled with benches and a lectern
for the preacher remains a classroom
for religious instruction regardless of its
auditory capacity. Uytenbogaardt aimed
at the design of a space with a sense of
community and to this end restricted the
height of the nave relative to the cloisters
and lowered the galleries to achieve
’n skottel-vormige eenheid (a dish-like unity)
as Minnaar described the space to his
congregation (Gemeente Nuus, Dec 1963:
3). But, the subtlety of the adjustment to
the section of Unity Temple was sealed
in the accommodation of the rituals of
the NGK.
By placing the konsistorie at gallery
level, and the pulpit centered on
the north-south axis, Uytenbogaardt
arranged for the ouderlinge and diakens to
file down seating banks on either side of
the liturgical centre and physically and
symbolically bridge gallery and nave.
The spatial continuity achieved is well
demonstrated in the consummate pencil
perspective drawing by Dennis Playdon
from a central vanishing point (Fig 10).
However, while the diakens simply take
up their seats, the congregation can
witness the procession of the ouderlinge
leaving the konsistorie along the passage
in a flood of indirect light emanating
from strip windows at clerestory level to
the left of the pulpit.
In all church interiors of the NGK the
focus is on the pulpit, historically with a
sounding board, a device necessary for
directing the speaker’s voice toward the
audience. While redundant today, Uytenbogaardt none the less chose to include
such, but to serve primarily as a visual
focus for the liturgical centre, appropriate
to the scale of the whole cubic space of
the nave. This is of reinforced concrete,
and like a baldachin, projects as a canopy

‘WHAT THE BUILDING WANTS TO
BE’
The unconventional design had distressed his flock. In order to pacify
them Minnaar made use of a congregational newsletter with an axonometric
line-drawing on the cover, projected from
a north-easterly bird’s eye-view (Gemeente
Nuus, No.2, December 1963).
Minnaar explained that Uytenbogaardt
had emphasised that there was “no
particular form or patroon (model)” for
the design of an NGK church. For this
reason, wrote Minnaar, Uytenbogaardt
had advised that he would set about the
design of an appropriate sacral space in
“solitude and in prayer” (alleen gaan werk
en bid), which would “develop until it is
what it wants to be” (en so sal dit self moet
groei tot wat dit wil wees), and that they

(presumably the kerkraad) now believed
that together with the intercessional
prayers of the congregation, the Lord
had inspired Uytenbogaardt’s design
(Ons dink dat die Here waarlik vir Mnr.
Uytenbogaardt inspireer het...U het vir hom
gebid, daarom deel ons dit met u).
While the axonometric rendering on
the cover might appear foreign, wrote
Minnaar, the congregation should be
assured that the interior was rather
conventional (binne-in baie konvensioneel).
He made a comparison which might have
touched the congregation of the 1960s,
namely that the “towering portion in the
form of the Voortrekker Monument in
Pretoria” was the nave, which contained
the dish-like unified space (’n skottelvormige eenheid). In signing off, Minnaar
attempted to contextualise the economy
of the design, its seating capacity and the
facilities other churches were without,
which would make Welkom-Wes the
cheapest (goedkoopste) NGK church in
Welkom.
Contrary to the assertion that there
was “no particular form or patroon”,
the prevailing image of a modern
Afrikaans reformed church of the 1960s
was the kappiekerk of which Welkom
had a derivative, the prominently sited
Moederkerk in the centre of town by
Leon Roodt (Fig 11). The application of
Kahn’s catchphrase “what the building
wants to be” was a line Uytenbogaadt
had used, but it is difficult not to conclude
that the resort to prayerful inspiration
and the comparison with the Voortrekker
monument, are the words of a worried
clergyman and one acutely aware of the
financial straits by even venturing a cost
comparison with other churches, despite
the design, perhaps uniquely, having six
staircases and a bridge!
‘het seker baie van u laat skrik’ (probably
gave many of you a fright)
The next issue of the congregational
newsletter, now known as Loutergoud
(refined gold), opened with a different
tone. It is undated, but probably of
January 1964. Minnaar now accepted
that the cover drawing of the previous
newsletter het seker baie van u laat skrik
(probably gave many of you a fright)
and thus included a perspective drawing
8 Belfry, NGK Welkom-Wes.
9 Entrance, NGK Welkom-Wes.
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over the pulpit into the upper volume of
the liturgical centre from a base of cantilevered coffers, with the sides canted at
an acute angle and slotted on the northsouth axis and in the hips.
However, the baldachin is complemented by another element not common in churches of the NGK, a lectern.
It is below the pulpit, also of reinforced
concrete and stands upright on the edge
of the dais, and too is slotted on the axis.
The dais is designed integral with the
pulpit, scribed to the notched corners
of its base, astride and accessible from
the landings of two quarter-turn staircases four steps up from the nave, which
continue up to the seating banks. Used
informally and outside of the rituals of
the service, the lectern is raised for better visibility, although, as the perspective
demonstrates, the sight lines of worshipers seated at the extremities of the first
few rows of pews are compromised.
The design of the liturgical centre
was completed with a gift presented
to the congregation by Uytenbogaardt
at the consecration of the church, the
antependium suspended from the book
rest of the pulpit which he designed and
had manufactured. This consisted of two
parallel white woven veils distanced in
acknowledgement of the split in the
baldachin over and the lectern beneath,
the one containing the Greek letter A
and the other Ω, unfortunately since
disposed of.

10
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11
10 Auditorium, NGK Welkom-Wes. Clockwise
from top left: Section A-A (Uytenbogaardt
Papers); perspective by Dennis Playdon
(Nuttall, 2005: 65); photograph of liturgical
centre (Uytenbogaardt Papers); details of
lectern, pulpit and baldachin (Uytenbogaardt
Papers). Interestingly, but for the designation
of spaces, all documentation was in English,
and this for a building in the Orange Free
State during the early years of the Republic
of South Africa. Besides the principals of
the practice, Uytenbogaardt and Pelser, the
initials of Antonio (Tony) de Souza Santos,
Willy van de Verre, Dennis Playdon and John
Moyle are variously entered on the drawings
(Uytenbogaardt Papers, UCT Libraries).
11 NGK Moederkerk, Welkom. Architect Leon
Roodt, c. 1960.

from the street corner at human eyelevel, followed by detailed plans with
legends. But, the crux of the message of
this newsletter was not the design, but
attendance, a cause for serious concern,
and saw Minnaar conclude with a rebuke:
vra uself of (u) ook skuldig is (ask yourself if
you aren’t guilty).
The recorded statistics ranged from
15% for the main service and 5.8% for
the evening service, which translates to
177 and 70 people respectively. These
were reported to be the lowest in the
church ring (circuit), as too was attendance
at Sunday school, with, inversely, debt
as the highest. However, there was
also commitment as evidenced by
the finding that pledges were highest
(Gedenkblad,[vi]).
It was probably based on the last that,
following the bankruptcy of the contractor,
the kerkraad resolved on 31 March, 1965,
to continue with construction as the “owner-builder”. While this alone is unconventional, Minnaar himself assumed the role of
contractor and appointed sub-contractors
while male members of the congregation
persevered “day and night” pouring concrete to reach full building height of 64’
(19.5m) in August. The path must have
been equally challenging for Uytenbo-
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ENDNOTES
Tenders varied from R67 784 to R81 000
(Gedenkblad [ix]).
W De W Hartman, Kroonstad; Leon Roodt,
Welkom; and Uytenbogaardt & Pelser, Cape
Town (Gedenkblad [ix]).
Simultaneously with two other South Africans,
WO Meyer and Ian Marshall who graduated
from the master class of Louis Kahn.
The identity of Pelser, the reasons for the
formation of the practice and the choice of
practice style could not be established.
Uytenbogaardt was not the only Kahn graduate
to draw on precedents of Wright. For the
rectory at RAU (unexecuted project, 1968),

WO Meyer chose a centrifugal cruciform plan,
a plan type associated with Wright, and in
particular with Wingspread, the house designed
for Herbert Johnson of Johnson Wax, north
of Racine, Wisconsin, 1937-8, which Meyer
conceded as the progenitor. See Peters,
W (Rand Afrikaans) University of Johannesburg,
Kingsway Campus. Architecture SA, September/
October 2011, p57.
This position is unusual. At Unity Temple the
organ pipes complete the backdrop of the
liturgical centre as was the case in older
churches of the NGK. Alternatively a side wall
or rear gallery, but it is known that an organ can
better complement singing if placed within
sight and more central to the worshipping
community, possibly the reasoning of
Uytenbogaardt.
Made possible by the development of
construction in reinforced concrete. It should
be noted that due to heaving clay, the church
at Welkom-Wes was founded on piles, and the
engineers, Kantey & Templer, Cape Town, even
appointed supervising engineers in Welkom,
SS Mostert & Ptnrs “as the structure is rather
intricate” (UCT Uytenbogaardt Papers. Letter
of 14 May 1964).
The date, 31 October, marks the beginning
of the protestant Reformation in 1517 and is
commemorated by reformed churches annually
(SESA).
Personal communication, Minnaar to Kotze.
This is a reference to the Book of Revelation,
21:6 “I am the Alpha and the Omega, the
Beginning and the End”.
A photograph of the panel was kindly made
available by Kobus du Preez, University of the
Free State.
It is known that Uytenbogaardt suffered from
dyslexia.
Letter, quantity surveyor Slingsby to Minnaar
dated 24 Jan 1966 “Roelof has told me of the
wonderful opportunity you have [been] offered
to go on this American trip” (UCT
Uytenbogaardt Papers). This ‘trip’ was, in
fact, an opportunity for Minnaar to undergo a
mentorship with evangelist Dr. Billy Graham,
sponsored by Uytenbogaardt himself (personal
communication, Minnaar to Kotze).
With a significant increase of members after
World War II, the NGK in what was considered
South Africa’s ‘fifth Province’, now Namibia,
constituted itself as an independent synod in
1957 with Secretariats for mission, poverty-relief
and evangelisation based in Windhoek (SESA,
1974, Vol 10, p193).
A copy of the handwritten manuscript headed
‘Sophia Gray 1990’ is held by Kotze.
Related by Kotze, who also recalls that
Uytenbogaardt expressed the wish to visit the
church once more, a wish which remained
unfulfilled due to his untimely death in 1998.
Walter Peters is Professor of Architecture at the
University of Witwatersrand.
Paul Kotze is Professor and Director of Architecture
at the University of the Free State.
This work is based upon research supported by the
National Research Foundation. Any opinions,
findings and conclusions or recommendations
expressed in this material are those of the author and
therefore the NRF does not accept any liability in
regard thereto.
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gaardt who, in June 1965, commenced
independent practice (SA Architectural
Record, Nov 1966), coincident with probably the thorniest part of construction at
Welkom-Wes.

BY HANS WEGELIN
THIS SOLAR AIR heater on a 1967
John Claassens house in Brooklyn,
Pretoria, was designed to take the
winter biteout of the atrium (crossed
section on plan below). The atrium is
without north-facing windows, and has
a floor-to-ceiling height of 3m, and is
covered with a concrete roof insulated
on top with polystyrene insulation
panels faced with ceramic tiles.
A skylight provides light. Rooms
adjoining the atrium on the south, east
and north can be closed off, but are
preferred open. The space that needed
to be heated is therefore 190m2 in area

(hatched area). The north-facing parapet
wall of the stoep provides a convenient
structure for a 12m-long by 930mm-high
solar panel, consisting of a sheet metal
top and bottom rail, infilled with a 50mmthick black insulation blanket made
from reclaimed PET (polyethylene
terephthalate) bottles, and covered
with sprung translucent polycarbonate
sheeting. The insulation surface heats
up instantly to 80degrees C in low winter
sun. An 80W fan draws the heated air into
the house.
The graph below shows the results
of two separate days in winter – one

before and one after a cold front.
The latter shows an improvement of 3
to 4 degrees C compared to the interior
daytime temperature of 10 degrees C
on a cold day before the solar air heater
was installed.
The entire installation was installed by
the author who is also the owner. Material
costs amounted to R9 000, of which
R6 000 was for the polycarbonate
sheeting. The system delivers energy of
about 37 kWh per day at a running cost
of about 70c of electricity compared to
electrical resistance heating that would
amount to about R50 per day!
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SOLAR AIR HEATER

THE FUTURE IS GREEN
SOLID GREEN.
OUR INNOVATIVE GREEN BUILDING CONSULTANCY
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SERVICES:
GREEN BUILDING CERTIFICATION

SANS 10400 PART XA ENERGY REGULATION

Solid Green is specialised and
experienced in both Green Star and
LEED green building certification.

Our modelling software is approved
for the “rational design path to compliance” under the new SANS energy
regulations for buildings.

BUILDING SIMULATION & MODELLING

Building design is optimised through
energy, natural light and thermal
comfort simulation. Solid Green also
provides accreditation modelling for
Green Star and LEED projects.

GREENING EXISTING BUILDINGS

Solid Green offers sustainability audits
and strategy plans to improve the
sustainability of existing buildings.
ONLINE BUILDING USER’S GUIDE
AND LIVE METERING

GREEN LEASING

Solid Green creates tenant and developer contracts for the shared benefit
of sustainable building features.

These services are made available to
tenants and the public via a bespoke
website.

011 447 2797
hello@solidgreen.co.za
www.solidgreen.co.za

Expandable Slam Lock Doors & Fixtures, Driveway and
Security Gates, Fencing/Palisades and Balustrades, Strong Room Doors
for Admin & Computers

Your ideal COMPLIANT Partner on Projects: TAX Clearance, BBBEE, WCA,
SHEQ & QUALITY. Our Teams install Nationally. Project References Available

All items Powder Coated
meeting Architects Product Colour Code
We also manufacture Trellis Doors from
Aluminium for Coastal application.
Contact numbers:
011 824 0517/4454 0860104957
Bobby Hayes: 082 888 1919
E-mail: robodoor@telkomsa.net

ALL STEEL
NO PLASTIC

•
•
•
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•

Rural shopping complexes
hotels
Farm labour compounds
Schools
Golf Courses/Country estates
Small villages and homes

•
•
•
•
•

Construction sites
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Universities or Schools
Mining villages

•
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•

Holiday resorts
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BSS has exceeded customer expectations (effluent quality, low maintenance, saving water and costs)
over the past 15 years with numerous successful installations throughout Southern Africa.

leon@biosewage.co.za
T: +27 (0)12 732 0013
M: +27 (0)82 414 4900
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WE ALL HAVE PREJUDICES. Mine
is against pedimentitis – that lurid rash
that spread through architecture back in
the late eighties...before infecting many
innocent bodies in architecture schools,
making everyone who came into contact with it horribly sick. Luckily, this
rash was by its very nature, that is to say
structurally, only skin deep. It did not last
long before being deconstructed from
within, the surface on which it appeared
smashed by a frenzy of dislocating spaces
where nobody knew which way was up,
a Zaha zero-gravity of flying shards.
Ah, the eighties. It was easy to be an
architectural student in those days. Back
then we knew right from wrong, and we
knew good from bad. The battle lines
were drawn; Decon vs Po-Mo somehow
seemed to align with Democracy vs
Apartheid. Decon seemed wild and
anarchic, liberated and liberating. Antiestablishment. Po-Mo seemed stuffy and
rule-based, false and fake, inauthentic.
A lie as grand as Apartheid itself.
Those certainties seem long gone.
I am often asked by first-year students:
‘What is the style of architecture today?’
It’s a valid question wrought through
hyper anxiety as they grapple with the
complexities of the jargon of architecture,
ambiguous open-ended processes, and
lecturers who seem incapable of saying
anything categorically. These students are
after reassurance, some kind of certainty
in an ill-disciplined discipline – or at least
some way-finding markers in a roiling sea
of possibilities. A cheeky answer I once
heard was: ‘If there was a right way to
design it wouldn’t be called architecture,

Zumthor – Bruder Klaus Chapel

it would be called engineering’;
which is why the engineering side of
“sustainability” – with its emphatic and
unequivocal methods and calculations of
thermal load and energy audits – offers
students a reassuring life-raft to cling to
in a rising sea of doubt.
So, what is the style of architecture
today? The obvious answer is there is
none. I often suggest to students that we
are now in the “style” of particularities:
each project, each brief, each site,
each client, each context, demands a
particularity in its response. This is an
architectural design that is unrepeatable,
performed once and uncovered through
an unpredetermining process. Whatever
their faults, we see this admirable
strategy in the work of starchitects like
Peter Zumthor, Herzog & de Meuron,
and Rem Koolhaas.
It is not difficult to connect the strategy
of the particular with the emergence
of democracy and the valuing of
individuality around the world. If Po-Mo
and Decon had some stylistic cohesion,
these days we would enjoy buildings
designed as if they were offspring; each
unique, an individual – with strands of
recognisable parent DNA, sure – but
a remarkable and singular creation
nevertheless. However, being style-free
individuals is not enough. What they
really need to be are characters. Strong
characters, each with a peculiar history.
The kind of people you want to meet at a
party. Some can be wildly unpredictable.
Some quiet and intense and articulate.
Some great storytellers. Some can even
be brash and noisy. Some well-behaved

– but not too well-behaved – the perfect
host! And of course, we all know that it’s
sometimes the quiet and shy types in the
corner who are the best to get to know
slowly over time.
To extend the analogy of Po-Mo
cohering with Apartheid, to approach
a project with an overwriting a priori
style, is equivalent to approaching
people not as individuals but as types.
It is the overriding drive of prejudice,
of lazy thinking, that assumes before
it discovers. That these people are
like that. Approaching projects as
individuals is the performance of a
democratic age.
But what are some of pediment
Po-Mo and the lessons of history that
started this story? In the shift to valuing
a situated and located individualism in
our democratic age, old buildings need no
longer be pointed to as representatives of
a type or style – the mania of Victorian
scholarship matching the mania of
anthropological racial phenotypes – but
rather as individuals themselves. They
become exact examples of how things
are, how things be. Here it is easy to want
to investigate how Gehry’s work is or isn’t
the same. as Borromini’s.
The classic buildings of the past
appear as wise, older people who we are
sometimes lucky enough to find ourselves
talking to at parties.They seem to embody
all the characteristics of archetypes,
because they enact certain particularities
and peculiarities the most precisely.
The lesson is: don’t bunk history.
In what style shall we build? – so
19th Century.
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BY NIC COETZER

Katie Irving

IN WHAT
STYLE
SHALL WE
BUILD?

THE SOUTH AFRICAN
INFORMAL CITY
CURATED BY KAREN EICKER FOR THE ARCHITECTS’ COLLECTIVE
EDITED BY LONE POULSEN AND MELINDA SILVERMAN
PUBLISHER: THE ARCHITECTS’ COLLECTIVE
YEAR: 2012
REVIEWER: NOËLEEN MURRAY, UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE

THE NEW PUBLICATION of The
South African Informal City brought
together work prepared by The Architects’ Collective and participating partners for exhibition at the Bus Factory in
Newtown, Johannesburg (November to
December 2011). It formed part of the
Local Government Programme of technical site visits during the COP17 Conference in Durban [2011]. To view a visual exhibition visit www.informalcity.org.
za. Produced by architect Karen Eicker
of the Architects’ Collective, with
academic editors Lone Poulsen and
Melinda Silverman, the book brings together and extends the extensive case
studies surveyed for the initial exhibition
and papers from the seminar held in conjunction with the exhibitions.
In showing and thinking about the
place we now, perhaps all too easily,
call “the informal” in contemporary
South Africa, the case studies present
fascinating insights into a wide range
of innovative design and research projects. Aiming to open up dialogue and
discussion around “the critical issues of
informality and urban development”
the book is ordered into five themes and
sections: Research, reflections and modeling [sic]; Inner city informality; In-situ
upgrading and integrated urban development; catalytic projects and “Seminars”
on Place, Movement, Opportunity and
Engagement.
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Paging through the text there are
many provocative moments as authors
of projects show their research journeys, “learning from the informal”,
from “our own backyard” (Silverman
and Poulsen’s own work), “one brick
at a time” or show “living informally in
formal housing”. This book showcases
projects from Ruimsig to Kliptown,
Retreat to Khayelitsha; Warwick Junction to eThekwini, and although many
have been previously published, when
brought together in this collection, the
book shows the astonishing range of
works completed in recent years across
South Africa. It allows the space for practitioners across a range of engagements
and approaches to be put alongside one
another, and the comparisons between
these are in themselves revealing about
current approaches to formalising (in the
case of Makeka in his “architecture of
security”, say) or allowing the informal
to be (in the case of the trolley pushers
by Charlton et al).
It is in this bringing together of projects into one publication that makes
this book interesting. In each case,
“exhibited” in a sense in the book, the
authors of the project describe their
approach and the conditions, and the
responses provided by their interventions. The drawings and photographs
(although at times very small) provide
a full account of the spatial and design

parameters of each project’s story. This
approach, along with the brief summaries of the seminars, allows for a multitude of “voices” to come to the fore.
Yet, the genre of the exhibition seems
to dominate, and the editors’ one-page
introduction, disappointingly, gives little
content that suggests critique as promised in the foreword, the promotional
material and on the website. In reviewing this book, I would conclude that it
sits more comfortably in the genre of
a catalogue from the exhibition and as
a transcript of sorts from the seminar’s
contributors. It marks time in the postApartheid period, and usefully provides
a record in keeping with the aims of the
Architects’ Collective (see their website on http://architects.org.za). Yet as a
reader one is left with many questions
about how this book might be read.
It begs the question: are we thinking
the city differently? Or simply thinking
about a different part of the city? It is in
this intellectual positioning (rather than
repositioning) that I found the book
most disappointing. Fixing the notion
of the “informal” firmly into our spatial
imaginaries, as important as this might
be given the material facts of the postApartheid city, seems to allow us as citizens, designers, planners and activists to
settle into the binaries of formal/informal that most of the projects in the book
actually reveal to be more complex.
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FIREWALLS – FIRST STEP
TO BETTER HOUSING
BY JULIAN COOKE
EVERY SUMMER hundreds of people
living in informal housing in South
African cities lose their homes in fires.
We regularly see, on our TV screens,
shattered families who can least afford it,
rebuilding homes on the charred remains
of their previous ones. Many lose their
lives, especially children and old people.
Fire departments, often having to
deal with a number of fires in different
locations among tinder-dry buildings,
are unable to cope, despite careful
planning and expensive equipment,
including special helicopters. Often,
during high winds that spread fires very
quickly across a dense fabric of houses,
fire-fighters arrive too late, and when
they do, the vehicles cannot get through
the narrow spaces and water hoses are
not long enough to reach many of the
buildings.
It is a medieval problem long solved
in countries of the industrially developed
world, and an anachronism in a country
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where many live at first world standards.
To approach any kind of equity in our
cities, it must be tackled urgently. The
question is how? Fire departments have
increased in size and technical capacity
and have improved their efficiency.
But apart from electrification, which
reduces the need for open fires, and
educational programmes which help to
raise the level of awareness, little is done
to prevent these fires. The real solution
lies in improving the housing fabric itself,
and for this there is no realistic solution
in view. In the short term, proposals
such as the use of fire retardant paint are
clearly inadequate. In the medium term?
According to many authorities, there
will be no more “shacks”, people will
be housed in state-sponsored houses,
and the fire problem will be normalised.
However, it is evident to everyone,
including previously resistant state
departments, that the current backlog
and the rate of growth of housing need

in cities far exceed the country’s capacity
to provide formal houses. Medium term
means long-term and in many people’s
lives that means never. Thus annually,
unless something more substantial is
done, thousands must continue to face a
real possibility of their houses destroyed
and their lives threatened.
The problem can be alleviated considerably, if not solved, using the time-old
system of firewalls between buildings.
Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the idea.
Figure 1 shows a measured, typically
densely packed agglomeration of small
dwellings in an informal settlement,
built far too close together to allow fire
vehicles to penetrate. A fire in a wind
would envelop the whole in minutes
and would be virtually impossible to
control. In figure 2, large firewalls above
the height of the buildings have been
inserted, aligned in both directions, but
mainly in relation to prevailing winds.
They would act to contain fire at source,
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preventing it from spreading for long
enough to put it out.
The building of walls would have to
be negotiated with local residents and
participated in by them. The drawing
shows what would happen while the
walls are being built. People, seeing
the opportunity of firm permanent
elements to “lock” onto, would shift
their dwellings up against them. The
result is plain: by clustering units
against each other, the spaces between
are enlarged, in much the same way as
the process of “blocking”, which some
municipalities have started rearranging
dwellings into more manageable blocks
with reasonable street spaces. This
would further slow down the spread of
fire and also open out ways wide enough
to accommodate fire-fighting vehicles.
The idea is simple and more
economical
than
the
continued
upgrading of fire-fighting capacity
and equipment, the annual cost of
fires to the city, and the devastating
high cost to residents. Furthermore,
the process of wall-building could be
the first phase in a process of upgrading
the housing.
If you were to analyse a typical informal settlement such as that in Figure
1, you would extract both negative and

positive features. The main negative
ones would relate to poor performance:
unpaved public spaces causing problems of dust and flooding, a paucity of
elementary services of water, electricity
and sewerage; poor thermal performance,
poor protection against water penetration
and none against fire. These are serious
deficiencies and, in overcrowded houses, the root of disease, danger and daily
discomfort. But there are positive factors
too. The dwellings are often larger than
subsidy houses; the density is at the level
that cities need to achieve to halt urban
sprawl; there is a unity and structure of
public and private space which is the direct function of adjustments made to suit
everyday use; and the buildings themselves, traditionally looked down on as
“shacks”, in fact represent a high degree
of individual initiative and investment of
social capital.
Building firewalls adds value to both
positive and negative features. While
retaining density and thus avoiding the
need for anyone to move, it alleviates
the fire issue, and enables some improvement in the spatial structure by clarifying
public and private realms. It improves, in
some degree, building performance (including acoustic performance) and opens
out ways for vehicles and for the easier

installation of services. This last, together with paving of public spaces could be
phase 2 in the upgrade programme.
Augmenting these improvements are
two further huge advantages over the
normal mode of housing “delivery” in
this country.
Firstly, the sense of place and unity
now existing is retained, but imbued
with more spatial variety, an improved
functionality and increased substance.
A far richer urban environment would be
achieved than anything emanating from
a formal housing provision.
Secondly, people’s initiative is affirmed,
encouraged and built upon; they can
exercise choice in the nature of their
homes instead of being saddled (if they
are ever fortunate enough to find their
way to the top of the housing list) with a
house in whose design they have no say.
And as an added benefit, once the model
of the walls, in terms of structural stability and dimension is established, their
construction could be managed easily by
local small contractors, making meaningful job opportunities.
Figure 3 gives some idea of how the
area might evolve of a few years, in this
accretive mode – a far cry from the normal, endless and monotonous landscape
of tiny houses.
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